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particles trajectories"
•  2 MeV protons planar channeled between 

(110) Si planes 

•  Particles oscillates between atomic planes, λ 
≅210 nm 

•  Zero tilt between beam and crystal 

•  Tilt equal to half the planar critical 
angle 

•  Expected deflection of channeled and over-
barrier particle beam by an unbent crystal 

•  Idea from E. Tsyganov , A. Taratin, NIMA 
363, (1995) 511-519 



Channeled particles 
trajectories"

•  2 MeV He++ channeled 
between (110) planes. 

•  λ~140 nm. 

•  planar oscillations clearly 
observed. 

•  Measument made at 
INFN-LNL labs. 



SIMOX structure I 
Substrate heated at 

650 °C and 
oxygen ions 
implantation 

 

Thermal 
annealing 

Thermal anneling at 
1320 °C in O2/Ar 

atmosphere 



SIMOX structure II 

"   Thermal annealing restores silicon cristalline quality 
and creates a buried SiO2 layer."

"   Interfaces between Si and SiO2 are well terminated."

Si 

SiO2 

Si 



Fabrication of large area silicon 
nano thickness membranes"

•  SIMOX starting structure 
100 nm device layer 
400 nm box layer 
675 µm bulk layer 

•  LPCVD coating with silicon 
nitride 
 
 



Fabrication of large area silicon 
nano thickness membranes"

•  Silicon nitride patterning 
with standard 
photolitographic techniques 

•  Silicon anisotropic etch 
does not etch silicon nitride 
nor the SiO2 layer 
 
 



Fabrication of large area silicon 
nano thickness membranes"

•  Removal of the silicon 
nitride and silicon oxide 
layers 

•  Final membrane 

P+ 

0.5x3 mm 



The experimental setup"
•  D1-D2 pion-diode detectors 

•  Au gold target to probe the 
deflected beam 

•  Angular resolution 0.0042° 

•  Beam divergence 0.01° 

•  Critical angle for planar 
channeling ~0.3° 

•  Setup installed at INFN-LNL 



Experimental results"
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Deflection angle, θ (°)

•  Tilt angle 0.15° 
(half of the critical 
angle) 

•  Deflection of 
channeled particles 
equal to two times 
the incidence angle 
(mirror effect) 

•  Deflection of over-
barrier particles 
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•  «Mirroring» of 
channeled particle 
particles clearly 
observed (red 
points) 

•  Deflection of over-
barrier particles 
(blue points) 



Conclusions"

•  We demonstrated that also flat crystals can deflect particles 
opening the route for a simpler steering strategy 

•  Deflection by crystals can be realized also at low energies 
(never demonstrated before), in this regime there is interest for 
analytical and medical applications. 

•  Possible applications for high energy beam steering and for 
studies of radiation emission in ultra-thin crystals. 



Thank you 

Thank you for you attention 
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